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THE FAMILY SUPPORT AC T
The Family Support Act of 1988 made numerous chang~s in the
AFDC program and in the Child Suppart Enforcement program . The
intent of these changes is that pub~,ic assistance shauld be a
means for h~~.ping parents move from welfare dependency to selfsufficiency, rathex than a source of long-~erm support for
indigen.t families . Se1f-sufficiency is to be attained through
the paid employment of we~fare paren~s, including those with
young children, and th~nugh ~he es~ablishment and enforcement of
the child support obl~.gations of absen~ parents .
The law created a new program of education, tx ~ aining, and
employment-related serv ices for AFDC recipients : the Job
Opportunities and Sasic Skills Training program, or JOBS . In
addition, ane component of the Family Support legislation
requires an eva i uation of the impact of the J OBS program . This
evaluation is being funded by the Family Support Adm i nistratian
and the Office of the Assistant Secretary for P Z ann ing and
Evaluation, DHHS, and is being conducted by the Manpower
Demonstration Research Corporat i on (MDRC } and its sub-contractor,
Child Trends . MDRC has overall charge of designing and
implementing the evaluat ion . Ch i 1d Trends has the responsibility
for designing the sub-group study among mothers with pre-school
ch i ldren that focuses on family environment and family processes
that may affec~ either the mother or the child .

THE JOBS E`TALUATiON AND THE SIIB-GROUP STUDY OF
MOTHERS AND THEIR YOUNG CHTLDREN
Qverview

The JOBS evalua~ion wiZl contain ~hree main study areas : an
impact analysis, an implementation and process study, and a
benefit-cost analysis . Data will be collected from
administrative records, by testing at the JOBS office, and from
doing surveys in the homes of persons eligible for the JOBS
program . A special focus of analysis in the JOBS evaluation will
be the sub-graup of mflthers with young children .
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Among women eligible for participation in JOBS~ 2,570
mothers whose yaunqest chi~d is aged three to five will be
selected in two or three urban sites . These mother-child pair s
will be the primary focus af the sub-group study .
Data will be collected far all mothers in both the
experimental and the control groups and for one randomly selected
three- ta five-year-old child in eaeh household . As with other
participants in the evaluation, basic demographic and
work/~elfare history data wi11 be provid~d by the JOBS intake
worker in a"Standard Client Characteristics" form . In additian,
all Es and Cs will take a literacy test and camplete a brief
"Participation Factiors and Ati~itudes Survey," which assesses
attitudes toward work, welfare, training, and child care, as well
as feelings af depression and mastery .
Moth~rs wi11 also b~ gersonally interviewed, and child
assessm~nts will be conducted with ~he children . These
intervi~ws will be conducted in the home during a baseline
interview immediateZy after zandom assign .ment an~ again two years
after random assignment . A~ive-year survey is also planned,
although the scape of questions tha~ particularly relates to
these mathexs and young children has not been determined . At
baselin~, due to budgetary canstraints, it is p~oposed that
intervi~ws be conducted with only 8a0 mothers . However, the fu21
surv~y sample will be tracked, and all survey sample members will
be contacted fax the two-year in-person follnw-up and the fiveyear telephone follow-up . It is an~icipated that data will be
collected from 1,800 mother-child pairs at the time of the fiveyear follow-up .

Goals of the Sub-qrou~ Stud v
The two goals of this sub-group study are tn describe the
changes that occur in the lives o~ children and families headed
by mothers who are subject to the JaBS manda~e and to examine how
the interaction between the mother and child affects mothers~
participation in JOBS . In addition, it is anticipated that
fundinq from the Department af Education will make it possible to
co~lect data from the schoals attended by the children on th~
types of educational programs they receive, on the children's
achievement, and on attendance and behavior in the school
setting, These data will be used to examine the impact of the
JOS5 program on children .
The effects af JOBS on children's school progress are
important to study because the JOBS program, w~th its emphasis on
the provision of educatian, training and support services to ~ess
job-ready AFDC recipients, represents a new poZicy, particular~y
for mothers af pre-schaoi children . Given the emphasis of this
program on basic education and skills training for the parents,
the possibility af second-genera~ion effects exis~s . For
example, effects on children's school autcomes could accur
because parents become more literate themselves and as a resul t
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engage in more intellectually stimulating behavio~ with their
children, such as using a more ext~nsive vocabulaxy or reading
more frequently to their child . 0~ positive effects could accur
because the child sees the pa~ent reading and studyinq and
thezefore places more importance on his or her own schooling .
Changes in domains of children's lives outside af tihe
academic domain are also passible . Mo~hers receiving welfar~
have been ~ound to be depressed and ~o have low self-esteem,
particularly if they are Iong-term AFDC recipients (Zill, Moore,
Nord, & Stief, 1991) . Successful garticipation might enhance
maternal well-being, which has positive consequences for motherchild interaction and thus for chi~d development . On the ather
hand, if parents feel ~xttemely stressed by the JOBS mandate, a
deterioration in mother-child interaction patterns is posszble .
The social and emo~ional well-being af mothers and the
functioning of families who are exposed ta employment .and
training services are not known . vnd~rstanding the changes
occurring in the families of women subject to the JOBS mandate
can inform policy makers and service providers who seek ~o
simultaneously foster ecanomic independence for families and
positive development far children .
Changes in the lives af mothe~s may interact with changes in
the lives of their ch~ldren . ~or example, child and family
circ~ms~ances are known to have strong associations with women's
labor force participation in the larger society . Therefore, it
is likely that child and family variables will affect the extent
and success o~ maternal participation in J~BS . Thus, the data
collected should shed light an maternal pa~ticipation in JOBS and
on employment and welfare outcomes as well as ehild outcomes .
This presumption ~hat in~ergeneratianaZ influences flow in both
directions underlies an expanding body of ongoing and planned
research .

The child and family component of the overall study can be
viewed as exploratory -- as an attempt to "get inside the black
box" and b~gin to understand the factors that a~~ect chi~dren's
deve~opm~nt in families that receive AFDC . It is not presumed
that we will be able ta detect with certainty whether the JOBS
p~ogram influences the behaviax or well-being af these young
children . Researchers and policy makers need not only understand
whether any changes occur, but also for whom they vccur, whether
these changes are viewed positively or negativeiy or both, and
the factars underlying any changes that are found . This research
represents an ~nitial step in developing ~his bady o~ knowledge .
The proposed design described here is under discussion, and
may change as a result af review by DHHS and OMS .

In addition to the study being fie~ded with federa~ funds,
an observationa~ study is being desiqned that will supp~ement the
data obtained Erom administrative records and surveys .
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DEVELOPING MEASURES FOR THE
SIIB-GROIIP STODY OF MOTHERS WITH YOIING CHILDREN

Topics To Be_ Covered in the _ Baseline Questionnair e
During 1990 and early 1991, the JOBS team focused on
develaping a questionnaire that wo~ld provide a full pi .cture of
the life af the mother-child paix at baseline . A set of topics
to be covered was established at the outs~t, and me~bers of the
research ~eam began seeking existi .ng measures of these
constructs, where possible~ and set about developing new measures
when necessary . The topics ~ha~ we are prvposing to cover in the
baseline questionnaire are the foZZowing :

•
•
•
•

demographic characteristics ;
education and work history ;
mother's fami~y backg~ound ;
mother's marriage and cohabitation history, household
structure and social suppart ;
• mother's fert.~lity history and intentzons ;
• attitudes regarding empl . oyment, we3£are, and parenthood ;
• mother's physi. cal health, psychol. ogica~ well-being and
sense of personal control ;

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

mother's snbstance use ;
ne ighborhood characteristics ;
ch ild's phys~cal health ;
child's contact with biological f ather ;
child's sibl ings ;
paxent-child relatianships ;
ch ild rearing practices ;

• child~s socia~ development, emot ional well-being and
behaviar problemsp an d

• chi ld~s cogn itive abi l ity /s ch oal readi. ness .
In the ini~ial proposal and in our current proposal to DHHS~
the JOBS evaluation team has defined four domains of child wellbeing that might be influenced by the mother's participation in
the J~BS program or that might influence the mother's
participati .on in JDBS . Baseline measures of well-being for
children aged 3-5 are needed to create analytic sub-groups, to
pzedict maternal participatian in JOBS, and to increase the
precision of estimates of school performance at a future time
point when the children are aged 8-10 . These domains of child
weZ~-being are :
1- Cognitive development and academic achievement ;
2- Ghild's physical health and safety ;

3- Prablem behavior and emotional W~ii -being ; and
4 - Social de~relopment .
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Measure s

The adv ice of exper~ adv i sors was sought ~o identify the
hest measures to use to assess these doma i ns . Several measures
of child cognitive achieve~ent appropriate to the pre-school age
group are available and have been administered in numerous
studies by non-psychologists who receive special training . The
Peabody Picture VocabuZary Test was used in both the NationaZ
Surv~y of Ch i ldren and the, National Longitudinal Survey of Youth
with great success .
At baseline, we are proposing to use the Peabody Picture
Vncabulary Test (PPVT) {Dunn, 1955 ; Dunn & Dunn, 1981) . We plan
to use the most recent versian of the test, the PPVT-R, which was
nor~ed on a braader sample than was the origina~ (Dunn & Dunn,
198Z ; Naglieri & Naglieri, ~981) . We aiso plan to use a
shortened 32-item version of the Caldwell Preschoal Inventory
(PSI), a measure of general abili~y designed specifically fox use
with disadvan~aged chi~dren aged three ~o six (CTBJMcGraw-Hi~l,
1970 ; Aht Associates, ~990) . F~ur sub-scales ~rom the Early
Screening Inventory (Meisels, Wiske, & Tivnan, 19B~) are also
being administered to capture several developmen~al areas not
cov~red by the other measures . These are ~he block bui~ding,
verbal reasoning, draw-a-person, and audi~ory sequentia~ memory
sub-scales .
In addition to these cognitive measures, several valid
measures of health, heal~h care, and accidents are available from
surveys conducted by the Natianal Center for Health Statistics,
and we are pxoposing ~o use these measures with some adaptations
in the sub-group study of mothers with young childzen . On the
oth~r hand, measures of socia~ and emotional well-being and
family processes among families with children aged 3-5 a~e
generally more difficult ta develop and administer than are
measures of cognitive achievement and health . Very few measures
appropriate to ~his age group exist "on the shelf" for a
researcher who wants to include a validated scale in his ar her
survey .
Ways to address th i s dearth were discussed at a series of
conferences and ~neetings that brought policy-makers toge~her w i th
researchers from the fie lds of economics, socio~ogy, psycho lagy,
and child devel. opment to discu~~ the effects af changing
goverr~ment polic i e~, particulazly JoH5, on chi~dren and their
families . The need for rich and braad measures af child welZbeing was highZighted at a mee~ing held in Nnve~her 1989, at the
National Academy of Sciences in Washington, D .C ., and sponsoxed
by the Foundation for Child Development . The ~ocus o~ this
meeting was on the FamiZy S~ppvrt Act { FSA) :

" The effects of the FSA programs on children wi ll depend
upon a great variety o~ factors, including the actual
services and supports the program provides, the employment
opportunities and supparts availahle to famiJ .i.es followin g
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participation in JOBS education and training, the personal
characteristics and resources paren~s bring ta ~he program,
and the special needs of their children . In order to assess
the impact of different kinds of programs on different types
of families, it wi31 be important to conduct studi~s that
use relativ~ly large samp3es acrass mul~iple program
sites . . . .
"[However,] certa~n important research questions will
require rneasures that cannot be used easily with a large
number of families . For example, more meaningful
assessments of children's d~v~lopmental status in the early
yeaxs zequire observational measures that must be
adminxstered by h~ghly trained persans . Similarly,
meas~ring changes in parenting and family functioning that
might be related to program participation and to child
outcomes often necessitates in-depth interview assessments .
The design af large-samp?e studies affers opportunities for
nested studies with smaller subsamples and more intensive
measurements of key variables . The findings from the smallsample studies will be helpful in interpreting results f~om
the larger-scale studies from which they draw samgies,"
(Smith, Blank, & Bond, 1990 }
The discussion continued at a series of subsequent meet~ngs,
where it was agreed that some constructs might best be addressed
using "high fidelity" measures, as Professor Larry Aber ha s
described ~hem, ~hich are optimally administered in observational
studi~s .
Hecause JOSS is an intervention focused primarily on the
mother, not the child, any changes occurring in ~he lives of
children whose mathers are subject to the JOBS mandate will be
indirect, that is, transmitt~d thraugh the mother (far e~ample,
through chang~s in how she cares for the child) . Direct e~~ec~s
on the chald cauld occur thraugh t~ansitional Meaicaid and
transitional child care ; but again the nature af these services,
such as the quality of child care, will typically be mediated by
th~ mother . Hence, any changes in the lives of children are
expected to be mediated by variables such as the warmth of the
moth~r-chi~d relationsh~p, ~he mother's use of harsh, punitive
forms of discipline, and the mother's cognit~ve stimulation of
th~ ch~Id . These mother-chi~d variables, in turnr will be
affected by the mother's level of depression, self-esteem, sacial
support, and her sense of mastery . Therefore, sensitive measures
of these mediating variables are essential . Some of these
constructs are readily assessed using survey methads ; othe~s are
nat .

Where possible, questions ~sed previously in national
surveys, in studies of low-income popu~ations, or more generally
in other studies were culled fo~ possible inclusion . In several
instances, we concluded that valid measures we~e already
avai3able, These included a 14-item abbreviated version o~ th e
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GES-D Depression Scale (Weissman, Sholomskas, Pottenger, Prusoff,
& Locke, 1977) . a 7-item mastery scale (Pearlin, Menaghan,
Lieber~an, & Mul~an, 1981), and the abbreviated version of the
HOME scale included in the NLSY-Child Supplement (Baker & Mott,
~989) . Other measures were developed by the research team {for
example, the scale of social support for parenting) .
O~r goals for the measures we included were fourfold :
1 .) To fully measure a broad array of constructs ;
2 .) To develop measures that are appropriate to lo w
education, low incame populations ;
3 .) To the extent feasible, ta obtain data usin g
multiple methods and multiple informants ; an d
4 .) To obtain data about the child-to-mothe r
compon~nt, not just the mother-tn-child perspective .

Each of these goals and our attempts to imp~ement them are
described in the following section .
Goal 1 : AssessinQ a broad arrav of construct s
As we began developing the baseline questionnaire, we
de~ined a set of canstructs within the domain of the mother-child
relatianship :
-

maternal warmth ;
maternal harshness ;
maternal stress ;
maternal cognitive stimulatzon ;
maternal monitoring ;
child initiations ~oward ~he mother ; and
child xesponses to mother's initiations .

Multip~e measures were developed for each construct and pretested three t imes . Considerable re-writing was necessazy to
develop quest i ons for the mothers to answer and assessment item s
for the interviewers to compiete that are clear and measur~ each
construc~ as fu11y as pvssibie . Nevertheless, i~ was c~ear that
maternal responses to same of the direct questions were affected
by a desire to be or a perception of being ~ extremely warm and
nurturing .
Goal 2 : Measures Approp~iate ta Low Education~ „ Low Income
Populat~ons

Many of the measures we reviewed were designed for middl~
class samples . The vocabulary was aften difficult . Sentence
structure was sometimes quite complex, and the tvpics addressed
were often quite complex . One example comes from the HOME scale
which we did use, since it is one of the best avaiZable measures,
but which we felt we needed to augment . In this scale, mothers
ar~ asked how frequently the child is taken on trxps to a muse~un ,
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h~w many books the child owns, and whether the child has a tape
p~ayer and tapes for his/her own use . While reasonable items for
middle class and even lower middle class families, these i tems
seem unlikely to produce much variatinn in welfare families . We
added sev~ral i tems about activities which do not require money
ar transpartat i on, ~or example, the frequency that the mother
tells her child stories that do not come from books .
Goal 3 : Multivle Methods _ and _Mu~ti~e Infor~nants
It i.s hard for any parent ta assess their child and their
relat ionshi.p w i th their child ob 3 ectively . At the same time, the
mother is the sing3e best informant about the ch i ld and her
relationship with the child . This quandary pushed us in the
direction of obta~ . ni ng as much informa~ian from the mother as
possible but also using the interviewer as a souree of
supplemen~ary information . We recognize that the observations of
a p~ofessional interviewer are not on the level of observational
data collected by a trained psycholagzst . What they are is an
affordable second source of informatzon that provides an
alternative to complete and total ~el~ance upan the mother as the
source of informat ian .
As will be discussed in a Iatsr section, we are also in the
p~ocess o~ designing an obser ~vational study ta be embedded with in
the JOBS evaluation, ~o prov i de another alternative ~o motherreport da~a ; bu~ here it is useful to describe the questions we
have developed to be comp~et~d by the interviewers .
Some of the interviewer observat ion i tems were taken
directly from the version of the HOME being used in the National
Longitudinal Survey of Youth - Ch i 1. d Supplement, e .g ., " Mother
caressed, kissed, or hugged child at ~east ance," and " Interior
of the home is dark or perceptually monotonaus . "
We added some
questions about chil. d- .i ni~iated interactions, e .g ., " D id CHILD
spontaneously make positive attempts ta get (hislher) mother's
attention, for example, show mother somsthing (he/~h~~ was doing,
wave hel. lo, o~ smile to her? " and "Did CHILD spontar~eousl . y se~k
positive physical contact with (his/her) mother, such as hugging,
kiss i ng, snugg~ing?" Interviewers are also given scales on wh i ch
to evaluate the condition of the ne iqhborhood and the s~ructure
in which the mother and child live, the cleanliness of ~he home,
and ~he hygiene of the mother and chzld . The addition of th i s
information to the data supplied by the mother should enhance our
ability to understand and predic~ children~s development .
Goal 4 : Obtaininq Measures from __the ~hi.ld-to-.Mother Persnectiv~
Child development researchers recognize that the
characterist i cs and behaviors of the child are a cr i tical
component af the parent-child relationship and that influence
goes not only from the parent to the child but also from the
child to the parent . Yet most surveys focus on the mother-tachild companent . This reflects, of course, the fact that th e
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mother rather than the pre-schooler is the survey r~spondent . We
developed several questions to tap this construct and several
interviewer assessments as well ; but the bnik of the s~rvey data
will represent mother-to-child influences .
Copies of the questionnai~e and a rativnale ~or all modules
can be obtained from Chi1d Trends ($1~ .00 zs charged to cover the
cast of xervxing and pastage) .
Embedded ~bservational Researc h
We feel that the J~BS in-home Baseline instrument for a
sample of mothers with young children as currently designed
reflects methodological pxogress beyond previous research in
t~rms of the extreme3y broad range af constzucts cancerning the
family to be exp~ared and in the development of new survey
measures focusing on the mo~her-child r~lationship that are
appropriate for low income samples . Ta move further ahead, the
JOBS team, together with Bob Granger of MDRC and Denise Polit Qf
Humanalysisl, have developed a design for yet another
methodological step . A proposal has been approved by the
Foundation for Ghild Deve~opment and the William T . Grant
Foundation (and is undsr consideration at several other
foundations) to carry out observational research with a subsampl~
of the JOBS sample, focusing an mother-child interactian .
Such observational research wauld complement the existing
JOBS evaluation by providing an in-depth l~ok at certain aspects
of mother-child interaction in a subsample of families subject tv
the JOBS mandate . As noted above, the interview measures of the
sub-~roup study af mothers with young children will rely heavily
on maternal se~f-r~port ~egard~ng the mother-child relationship .
Such self-report measuxes are essential in the sub-group study in
order to p~rmit an assessrnent of ~he role the mother-child
relationship plays . Also, they are the best source for
constructs that depend on maternal perce~tions . However,
maternal report data may he a somewhat biased souree oE
information on other aspects of the mother-child relationship .
Th~s, our construct 1abeled "maternal stress and sense of
aggravation in the parenting role" is inherently a reflection of
maternal perception, and is best derived from maternal selfrepoxt . By contrast, for such constructs as maternal warmth and
harshness of discipline, maternal self-repart is likely to be
affected by maternal xespanse biases .

As one example, in our pre~es~ing of paper-and-pencil
measures designed to assess maternal waxmth, we found that
mothers responded almost uniformly with response aption s

lIt is planned to conduct the observatianal study jointly
with a study of New Chance, a camprehensive training and service
program focused on poor, young mothers being evaluated by
Huinanalysis and MDRC .
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reflecting the greatest possible levels of warmth and
responsiveness . Direct observations of mother-child interaction
would permit assessmen~ of such aspects of mo~her-child
interacti on free of mothers' tendencies to report in a desirable
manner, or to pezceive their relationships with their chi~dren in
a systematically biased way .
Observat ional research would also permit fine-grained
distinct i ons where maternal self-report measures do not . For
example, our interview measures comprisinq the construct maternal
warmth do not distinguish between lack of maternal involvement
with the child (detachment~, and act ive rejection of the child .
Yet there is research indicating that such a d i stinction is of
i mportance to children's development {Egeland & Sroufe, 1981) .
Similarly, whereas our present sub-group study instruments permit
some assessment of whether the child initiates interaetion with
the mother, we will lack informat ion as ta how frequently . the
child makes such overtures . Observat ional research would thus
provide ~easures of "higher tide~ity" addre5s ing the constructs
that are af interest .
In addition, the presen~ basel~ne questionnaize measures
involve an imba~ance in the assessm~nt of the mother-chiZd
relationship : while research portrays this as a reciprocal
relationship, with both mother and child contributing to its
qual i ty, as described abvve, our interview measures yield far
more detailed information on the mother's contribution to this
re~ationship than on the child's . Dir~ct abservations would
carrect f~r this imbalance, permitting detailed measurement of
the ehild component of the reciprocal mother-child relationship .
In addit ion, observational research would permit assessment af
aspects of the child's behav ior that are of interest to the
larger study, but go beyond ~he conf i nes vf the mother-child
relatianship . For example, it wau~d be possible to note zn some
detail such aspects of the chi~d's cognitive behavibr as
persistence in tasks and complexity of play with objects .

Our propasal to carry out observational research is thus an
a~tempt to complement the breadth of ineasures concerning th~
family in the baseline quest ionnaire, with depth in the
measurement of mother-child interaction for a subsample of
families whose youngest child is aged 3-5 at bas~l i ne .
Current plans call for videotaping of 300 mother-child dyads
in their own hames . Observations would be carried out 4-6 months
after mothers ar~ randamly assigned to experimental and control
groups, and aqa~n two years after random assignment . The first
observat i on would occur at a time when a maximum number of
experimental group mothers would actually be exposed to, and
experiencing their in i tial reactians to, JOBS program camponents .
At th~ time af the second observation, 18-20 months ~ater, it is
assuzned tha~ more ongoing adaptations to the program w i3l have
occurred . The sampie would be derived from the JOHS sit~ a t
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which the fuZ3, in-person, base~ine interview is to be carried
out (most likely Atlanta~ .
Plans for the study follow closely the recommendations made
by a group of highly-regarded developmen~al psycholagists who
attended a foundation-funded meeting on January 24, 1993 . It is
planned to complete 3Q minutes of videotaping with each family,
div~ded into 10 minutes of free p3ay, 35 minutes of mother-child
prablem-saZving tasks, and a 5 minute segment of mother reading
picture books to the child .
The research team would be glad to share further detai~s
concerning both the proposed survey and the observational
components o€ the proposed study with other researchers who are
grappling with similar issues . We would also welcome ~eedback
and suggestions on our sti1~-evalving design .
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